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It has astounding shorelines 
yet is not Greece; it is one 
of  the planets most secure 
destinations yet is not New 
Zealand; it has lavish city inns 

and wonderful beachside resorts however 
is neither Mauritius. It has world class 
shopping however it is not Paris. 

It is Dubai, city of  vendors, social 
junction, second biggest of  the seven 
United Arab Emirates. A nation where the 
dust of  the desert is clearing to uncover 
the potential for a standout amongst the 
most noteworthy worldwide urban areas 
of  the 21st century. 

Dubai is the most crowded 
city and emirate in the United Arab 
Emirates(UAE).Dubai is found on the 
southeast shoreline of  the Persian Gulf 
and is one of  the seven emirates that 
make up the nation. The city has gotten 
to be typical for its high rises and tall 
structures, specifically the world’s tallest 
building, the Burj Khalifa. 

The airport is the seventh busiest air 
terminal in the world. Emirates Airline is 
the national airline of  Dubai. 

THE GOLD CITY
Dubai has been ruled by the Al 

Maktoum family since 1833; the emirate 
is an outright government with no 
decision. The current ruler, Mohammed 
container Rashid Al Maktoum, is likewise 
the Vice President and Prime Minister of 
the United Arab Emirates and individual 
from the Supreme Council of  the Union 
(SCU). 

The Islamic clothing regulation is 
not mandatory, however restrictions on 
wearing “profane apparel” or uncovering 
an excessive amount of  skin are parts 
of  the UAE to which Dubai’s guests 
are relied upon to accommodate, and 
are encoded in Dubai’s criminal law. 
The UAE has implemented hostile to 
profanity disallowances in all open spots 
(beside shorelines, clubs, and bars). 

Different exercises offered by Dubai 
tourism are desert safaris, snowboarding 
on sand ridges, golf  at any of  the widely 
acclaimed courses, and obviously the 
comprehensively celebrated shopping 
knowledge special to Dubai.Ø

On a luxurious trip to the city of world records, 
Dubai, Srishti Arora discovers 
the best of Dubai.

A nation where the dust of the 
desert is clearing to uncover 
the potential for a standout 
amongst the most noteworthy 
worldwide urban areas of the 
21st century.
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Embracing the Extraordinary
It’s hard not to appreciate Dubai 

for their tireless verve, gutsy desire and 
capacity to devise and acknowledge 
ventures that somewhere else would 
never get off  the staging phase. This is 
a superlative-desiring society that has 
birthed the world’s tallest building, an 
island molded like a palm tree, an immense 
indoor ski heaven, the world’s speediest 
crazy roller coaster  .With numerous more 
terrific tasks in the pipeline for World 
Expo 2020, meeting here frequently feels 
like an excursion to the future – the city 
solidly responsible for composing their 
own particular account. 

Beyond the city
Deal seeker or force customer, you’ll 

have a fine time spending your dirham in 
Dubai. Dubai particularly is a top retail 
frequent that has not one however two 
immense yearly shopping celebrations. 
Shopping is a recreation activity here, 
shopping centers significantly more than 
insignificant accumulations of  stores. 
Some resemble an Italian palazzo or a 
Persian royal residence and bait guests 
with dreamlike attractions like an indoor 
ski slant or a titan aquarium. 

IN THE LAP OF LUXURY
In spite of  the fact that Dubai 

remains principally an extravagance travel 

destination, there is still a decision of 
spots to unpack your bag, extending from 
plan inns and lodging flats to global chain 
lodgings and unbelievably extravagant 
resorts, for example, the Burj al-Arab. 
There are more than 50,000 beds in 
Dubai – and not a Bedouin tent in sight. 

BURJ AL ARAB JUMEIRAH 
The unmistakable sail-molded form 

of  Burj Al Arab Jumeirah is more than 
simply a shocking luxurious hotel, it is an 
image of  advanced Dubai. 

Over and over voted the world’s most 
sumptuous hotel, this glorious destination 
offers you the finest administration and 
offices all through – directly down to a Ph
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Clockwise from top: Burj Al Arab Jumeirah; shopping at Dubai Mall; World 
biggest Aquarium
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discretionary driver driven Rolls-Royce. 

Burj Al Arab Jumeirah suite-just 
convenience offers circumspect check-
in inside your rooms, a private gathering 
on every carpet and a large group of 
individual head servants, every a warm 
errand person of  our unparalleled 
neighborliness. 

BURJ AL ARAB JUMEIRAH 
OFFERS YOU 

• 202 rich duplex suites 

• Nine world-class restaurants and 
 bars 

• Four swimming pools (two open 
 air, two indoor) and a private 
 shoreline 

• Complimentary access to Wild 
 Wadi Waterpark for the term of 
 your sit tight 

• Talise Spa 

• Talise Fitness at Burj Al Arab 
 Jumeirah 

• Sinbad’s Kids Club 

DUBAI MUSEUM
The Dubai Museum is a chronicled 

site where you can see copious measures 
of  verifiable things all in one set area. 
Placed at Al Fahidi Fort, the Dubai 
Museum gives an authentic look into the 
past of  Dubai and an enlivening time for 
all who come to visit. 

In the wake of  viewing a smooth 
feature diagraming Dubai’s improvement, 
guests cross the deck of  a dhow to enter a 
counterfeit souq with charming dioramas 
portraying businesspeople and experts 
at work. Some are upgraded with light 
impacts and chronicled photographs 
and film footage. Different scenes show 
customary life at home, at the mosque, in 
the desert and adrift. The last incorporates 
a far reaching pearl-plunging show where 
you can wonder about the way that these 
men wore just nose clasps while dropping 
to remarkable profundities. 

DANCING WATER
This choreographed moving 

wellspring is tremendously situated amidst 
a titan lake against the scenery of  the 
sparkling Burj Khalifa, the world’s tallest 

building. Water undulates as smoothly as 
a gut lover of  the dance floor, bends like 
a dolphin and surges as high as 150m, all 
matched up to blending soundtracks from 
traditional, Arabic and world music. 

The gold souk 
Dubai is known for truly shoddy 

gold — yet you’ll need to wrangle for 
it. Whether you’re prepared to purchase, 
a walk around the astonishing Gold 
Souk is an absolute necessity. The stores 
additionally offer platinum, jewels and 
at times silver, and the legislature keeps 
tight control over the nature of  all the 
stock, so rest guaranteed that your buys 
will be certifiable. If  something in the 
window gets your extravagant, make sure 
to bargain — tenacious challenge topped 
with a walk away will get vendors to drop 
their asking cost by as much as half. Ø

Clockwise from top: Dowcruize; Fountain 
show; Duabi Museum; The gold souk
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FROM WHERE 
EVERYTHNG SEEMS 
SMALL-At the Top, Burj Khalifa 

Taking off  828 meters over the city 
of  Dubai, the Burj Khalifa is the world’s 
tallest building. The configuration for 
the 162-story tower joins neighborhood 

social impacts with forefront innovation 
to attain to superior in an amazing desert 
atmosphere. 

Past its record-breaking stature, the 
Burj Khalifa fuses new structural and 
development efficiencies to decrease 
material utilization and waste. These 
incorporate a “sky-sourced” ventilation 

framework, in which cool, less damp air is 
attracted through the highest point of  the 
building. The tower additionally has one 
of  the biggest condensate recuperation 
frameworks on the planet. 

Dune bashing 
Dessert safari-Go by 4x4 over the 

deserts of  Dubai on this elating 5-hour 
journey! Appreciate  adrenaline surge 
sand boarding down Dubai’s desert 
rises, take a camel ride and get a henna 
tattoo! Complete your involvement with a 
heavenly grill supper under the twinkling 
Arabian stars while viewing a customary 
belly dance performance. It’s an absolute 
necessity do experience when going to 
dubai. 

REALITY CHECK
But as we say everything that 

glitters is not gold , same is with the 
gold city .despite of  the fact that it is a 
preservationist nation yet at the same time 
few rules are broken like they have dubai 
fashion week where skin are shown.

Burkhas and kaftans are their 
traditional outfit yet underneath they wear 
fashionable dresses, and once the burkhas 
is gone they are at them self. They also Put 
cosmetics and do hair and also sheesha 
culture prevails there though not in open 
but under the table of  course, that’s why 
we say rules are meant to be broken.

And not to forget the fact that dubai 
is one of  the best nation to visit with 
the parcel of  attractions and exercises, 
however the issue is the antagonistic 
climate condition. The temperature is 
high during the time , its hard to leave 
aerated and cooled inns or autos and 
encountered the singing warmth. Its just 
for three months ,i.e from march to mid 
may that individuals can visit to without 
confronting excessively of  its unfriendly 
climate conditions.n

Top: Burj Khalifa; (Above) Dessert Safari

Fact File: DUBAI
Getting there: Fly business class from Delhi 
to Dubai and back with emirates airline for 
`1.02 lakh approximately: economy return 
fare cost `45, 000.

Where to stay:  If  seven star luxury is what 
you want. Burj Al Arab is for you. A night 
here will cost you `1.30 lakh (luxury suite).
whereas a night in a villa will cost `1.90 
lakh. At Atlantis a night in the luxury suite 
room costs `90,000, whereas in junior suite 
`55, 000. All rates are inclusive of  breakfast.

Things to do: There is special water park 
for the water babies where they can enjoy 
under water diving, waterskiing, deep sea 
fishing and scuba diving.
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